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1. E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y 
 

This Review of Seva’s Native American Program was 
respectfully submitted for consideration by the Seva Board of 
Directors in February 2009, as the culmination of a 6-month 
research process. While the Review was conducted for Seva’s 
internal program development, in keeping with Seva’s way it is 
now being shared publicly for any insight that our own lessons 
learned may provide to others. 
 
 
Given that it has been nearly 30 years since Seva first began its important work in supporting 
grassroots Native American community initiatives, it is wise to take time to celebrate, reflect, 
and look to the future. Community needs and strengths, and Seva itself, have changed in this 
time and Seva‟s program can be adapted to respond.  
 
 
The Review, based on Native American community input, aims to chart a direction forward 
for Seva‟s Native American Program by:  
 
 a) Outlining the challenges and opportunities in the broader Native American philanthropic 
situation, to understand the context in which Seva‟s support is situated;  
 
b) Reviewing the past history of Seva‟s involvement with Native American communities via 
the Native American Program: to highlight the key accomplishments and challenges in this 
current Program structure, and to present the impact of this involvement that can be 
demonstrated; 
 
c) Emphasizing the input from Native American organizations and other stakeholders on 
considerations for Seva on vital issue areas and program approaches; 
 
d) Presenting a series of Program recommendations for the Board‟s consideration, based 
upon the above findings. 
 
 
Key findings of the Review include:  
 
The Native American Program at Seva is truly an asset to the organization that is poised to 
grow into an even stronger advocate and changemaker for Native American community-led 
initiatives. With careful consideration of community input and thoughtful restructuring, the 
Program can appeal to diverse funders who otherwise would not be giving to Native 
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American communities and grow to new levels in its ability to be a vital support to 
community initiatives.  
 
 
While of vital significance, Seva‟s Native American Grants Program is self-limiting in its 
current format. Models should be considered that both benefit more communities and that 
allow tangible outputs for Seva to sustain the funding levels. New models should be based 
on what Seva is realistically best suited to provide, and where Seva‟s support can have 
greatest impact. 
 
 
Future program activities require a reconsideration of the program goals in order to ensure 
that all activities are strategically working towards these goals and are more measureable.  
 
 
The Diabetes Wellness Program is innovative and effective, and yet Seva‟s involvement has 
been limited and has thus not seized its full potential for how it can best play a role in 
reducing this epidemic. Sustainability of the Program is also a concern to be addressed.  
 
 
Just as Seva initially approached the Black Hills Survival Gathering in 1980 to ask simply 
“How can Seva be of service?”, this current Review process, which sought out widespread 
community input, draws on the good legacy of the past several decades and aims to answer 
that question once more.  
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2.1 Research Approach 
 
To accomplish the Review objectives, foremost, extensive primary research was conducted 
with a broad range of Native American community leaders, to seek input on the program 
reshaping. These leaders represent a mix of organizations with wide geographical and project 
focus, and those with both a long history of familiarity with Seva as well as new potential 
partners. In total, more than 30 different Native American organizations were formally 
consulted. 
 
Other relevant stakeholders, including current and former staff and others from the Seva 
community, were also contacted for input for their overall perspective. In addition, similar 
foundations and organizations were consulted for consultation on program models and best 
practices. In total, more than 15 of these stakeholders were consulted. 
 
Methods for scanning the field: 

 Secondary research of current trends on foundations, basic data 

 Phone interviews, approximately 1 hour each 

 Meetings with local (Bay Area) groups in person, and attendance at local events 

 Visits to non-local communities (one set of meetings with community organizations 
in the Pacific Northwest, and one in the Southwest). 

 
The views contained in the Review, then, are a synthesis of diverse viewpoints—more than 
45 different individual stakeholders and/or organizations were formally consulted in total. 
The role of the Reviewer is seen as a filter to present these views and to bridge between the 
perspectives represented, and, drawing from them, to present a thoughtful analysis of the 
key findings.  
 
A significant feature of the review is, in keeping with Seva‟s approach, that it listens directly 
to community members for direction.  

 
Names of individuals or specific organizations are not specifically mentioned in the 
references in Review, as the findings should be understood as a survey of many viewpoints. 
A list of individual stakeholders and organizations consulted for this review is attached in the 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS section at the end.   

 
To keep consistent with Seva‟s conventions, the term Native American is used in this Review. 
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2.2 Overview of Native American Philanthropy and the Non-Profit Environment 
Before turning to Seva in particular, it is essential to consider at the outset the larger 
philanthropic picture in which Seva‟s Native American Program is situated.  
 
Current Philanthropic Levels 
By nearly every socioeconomic indicator (unemployment, addictive diseases, morbidity, 

housing quality, community infrastructure),
1
 Native American communities 

disproportionately fare poorly, and despite awareness of this the levels of funding have been 

anything but on the rise: A well-known study by Hicks and Jorgensen
2
 found that large 

foundations‟ giving to Native America rose from about 0.270% of foundations‟ overall 

grantmaking resources in 1990 to only 0.279% a decade later, in 2001.
3
 

 
Of this small share of the pie, about one third of these awards (in the size of $10,000 or 
more) primarily go to academic institutions studying Native American issues and to a few 
large non-profit institutions, rather than to grassroots community initiatives. Even taking 
into account the presence of smaller foundations‟ activity and smaller individual grants, the 
study found that it is unlikely that foundation grantmaking to Native American issues totals 
any more than 0.5% of the US foundation sector‟s overall resources.  
 
For large foundations, giving is concentrated on the following areas, in the following order: 
 1) Indian education; 
 2) Arts, culture, and humanities issues; 
 3) Community improvement and development; 
 4) Health issues. 
 

These four areas account for more than half of the funds given.
4
 

 
It should further be emphasized that of these funds, most of the time the terms and 
categories are defined by the dominant societies in which the funders are located; also, the 
funding is usually targeted towards „problems‟ rather than „strengths‟ of communities. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1
 See for example in: 1)  “Health, United States, 2007,” US Department of Health and Human Services, 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics. Washington DC: 2007, 

567 pgs.; 2) “Broken Promises: Evaluating the Native American Health Care System,” US Commission on 

Civil Rights, Washington DC: Sept. 2004, 155 pgs.; 3)“A Quiet Crisis: Federal Funding and Unmet Needs 

in Indian Country,” US Commission on Civil Rights, Washington DC: July 2003, 136 pgs.  
2
 Hicks, S. & Jorgensen, M., “Large Foundations’ Grantmaking to Native America,” Harvard Project on 

American Indian Economic Development, Harvard University: Cambridge, MA, and Kathryn M. Buder 

Center for American Indian Studies: Washington University, St. Louis, MO (2005). 
3
 Ibid. 

4
 Ibid. 
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Barriers to Increasing the Current Philanthropic Support 
Several factors persist to hamper increasing these philanthropic levels, including general lack 
of awareness of funders and the general public, the long-term nature of the community 
issues, and differences in community versus foundation perspectives of timelines and 
definitions of successes. While not an exhaustive list, these factors arose consistently 
throughout this Review process and are important for Seva Foundation to consider as the 
larger philanthropic backdrop to its own Native American involvement. 
 
1) One outstanding issue is that there are ingrained misperceptions about Native American 
funding opportunities that have served to prevent philanthropic institutions from taking 
greater action. The general public as well as non-profits and funding institutions often 
wrongly believe that there is little need to offer support into Native American communities 
as: 
 

- the US Government should or already does adequately support communities 
as part of its treaty obligations, therefore further support is unnecessary; 

- Casinos fund communities and that gaming tribes are wealthy and support 

their and many other Native American communities
5
 

 
2) Also, Native American community issues are systemic and cannot be addressed with a 
one-time dose of attention. The issues of concern are long-term, multi-faceted, and not new; 
they therefore often fail to grab the attention of foundations which are often looking for a 
„hot‟ issue that can demonstrate attractive short-term tangible outputs. As Potlatch Fund 
noted in their review of the philanthropic situation in the Pacific Northwest, “The disasters 
being experienced in Native American communities may not be nearly as dramatic as a hurricane or a 

tsunami or a terrorist attack; however, the results of those disasters are.”
6
  

 
3) Finally, foundations and non-profits often hesitate to support Native American issues 
because the community solutions do not fit the funders‟ model of “evidence-based” 
accomplishments. Seva is therefore not unique it its challenges to define program impact, as 
discussed in Section 3. However, though there is difficultly in quantifying the impact of 
social change as a rule, and a lack of emphasis on conducting this holistically and in a Native 
American community perspective, it is possible to do. In a study conducted on social change 
groups and community organizing efforts in New Mexico, for example, significant 
quantifiable social impacts were found for Native Americans and other underrepresented 
groups: 

                                                 
5
 Reported from community conversations, and reiterated also in “Opportunities and Challenges in 

Relation to the Funding of Northwest Native Communities,” Potlatch Fund, Seattle: February 2007, pg. 4; 

and “All My Relations: A Gathering to Strengthen Understanding Between Foundations and Aboriginal 

Canadians,” June 10-11 2008, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Published by Circle on Aboriginal Grantmaking in 

Canada. 
6
 “Opportunities and Challenges in Relation to the Funding of Northwest Native Communities,” Potlatch 

Fund, Seattle: February 2007. 
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The return on investment, which is the total dollar value of impacts divided by the total investments 
in advocacy and organizing, is $157. In other words, for every dollar invested in the groups 

collectively, there was $157 in benefits to New Mexico communities.
7
 

 
This figure, the study notes, is conservative. It is also not Native American community-
specific. It does show that groups can put a dollar amount on their own success, in their own 
terms.  
 
In addition, other organizations consulted for this Review noted that they have similarly 
developed social change indicators that Seva can consider in initiating partnerships that can 
be useful in translating the impact from the community level more broadly to funders and 
stakeholders.  
 
Recommendations based upon this community response to the challenges presented by the 
current philanthropic situation are discussed in Section 4. 
 
Given this funding picture, the importance of ensuring that Seva‟s dollars for the Native 
American Program are invested strategically and are on a path for growth is all the more 
critical.  
  
2.3 History of Involvement with Native American Communities 
Turning to Seva‟s role in this philanthropic field, it is wise to begin with Seva‟s early, 
informal entry into involvement with Native American community issues, to understand the 
origins of the formal Program that has since evolved. 
 
As early as 1980, two years after the founding of Seva Foundation, members of Seva and the 
extended Seva community gathered funds from friends and caravanned by bus to the Black 
Hills Survival Gathering (South Dakota) to determine if there might be a role for Seva to 
support a Native American public health initiative. The group that particularly responded to 
Seva‟s inquiry was Women of All Red Nations (WARN) who had been concerned with the 
public health situation in the Pine Ridge area and had especially observed the negative health 
effects from uranium mining.  
 
This initial inquiry at the Black Hills evolved into a deep relationship between Seva and 
WARN. Throughout the 1980s, Seva and the extended Seva community helped to establish 
the Porcupine Clinic (called the Brotherhood Clinic for several years) on Pine Ridge, the first 
clinic designed and operated by a Native American community. Seva‟s continuing role with 
the Porcupine Clinic and the Pine Ridge community was often on-the-ground and health-
related—distributing homemade First Aid kits and self-help medical books. It was also a 
critical support to operations—sending funds monthly to keep a small office and for 
stipends for community Health Educators from WARN, and to respond to unforeseen 

                                                 
7
 Ranghelli, Lisa. “Strengthening Democracy, Increasing Opportunities: Impacts of Advocacy, Organizing, 

and Civic Engagement in New Mexico.” National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, Washington 

DC. (2008).  
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emergency situations such as frozen pipes. Seva funded educational materials designed and 
produced by the communities, such as cookbooks for using commodities food in healthy 
ways and in posters identifying healing plants. 
 
At the same time, Seva had been involved in supporting an Alaska Native community on the 
North Slope in their struggle with offshore drilling in the Arctic Ocean. Friends of Seva had 
contributed, for example, with legal preparations for public hearings on the issue.   
 
A third major involvement of Seva Board members and friends was in fundraising and 
political action in families relocated during the “Navajo-Hopi land dispute” in the 1980s. 
Seva supported both financial assistance for community education activities and legal costs, 
as well as direct logistical assistance, volunteer labor, and improved communication 
equipment. 
 
By 1989, following this growing network of alliances and track record of support, Native 
American projects were formalized as a program area at Seva. Some of the first projects 
funded by small grants went to support community gardens, language projects, and 
protection of sacred sites, all areas that the grants program would continue to support in the 
years ahead. The geographic focus at first was primarily the Northern Plains and Southwest, 
and Seva also affirmed its commitment to support Native American leaders engaged at the 
international level.  
 
In the first few years of the grants program, a distinctive feature was the direct involvement 
of Seva Board members and friends of Seva, such as Seva‟s role in the re-introduction of 
indigenous Churro sheep to Navajo families in Big Mountain, or in ongoing Board education 
of Native American issues via briefings by Native American organizations at Board 
meetings.  
 
Another distinctive feature was that for many years (since 1997) a Program office has 
operated out of Winnebago, Nebraska, to assist Diabetes Wellness Program Director Lorelei 
DeCora‟s work on the Talking Circles, and to uniquely enhance the work of the Program by 
being based directly in a Native American community.  
 
The first decade of involvement with Native American issues at Seva, then, was 
characterized by the often directly personal response to community projects, and in allowing 
these relationships and networks to develop organically into a funding program that 
maintained this quality.  
 
Seva formalized its commitment to Native American initiatives in 1988-9 by creating the 
Small Grants program and, later, the Diabetes Wellness Program with the Diabetes Talking 
Circles as its centerpiece.  
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This section will review both the Small Grants and Diabetes Programs, to determine the 
level of tangible results currently identifiable and to analyze the considerations each 
component raises.  
 
3.1 Grants Program 
It should be noted that there are two types of grants included in the grants program, which 
are each characterized by a quick turn-around period and straightforward application 
process: 
 
Small grants (up to $5,000) are designed to be a one-time, short-term grant.  
 
Continuing grants are designed for Seva to have a longer-term relationship in supporting 
the work of a grantee organization, including a larger grant amount—$10,000 each year for 
three years.  
 
However, from a grant impact perspective, there is not a critical difference between the two; 
each is nearly entirely a grant-oriented relationship (rather than including other forms of 
follow-up or support at the different grant levels). Recipients of the longer-term grant report 
on increased security of expecting funding for three years rather than the small grant. 
Beyond this security, the sentiments expressed regarding the accomplishments and 
challenges were nearly identical to the small grants recipients. Therefore, it is possible to 
review both types of grants in tandem in this section. 
 
Grants are clustered into the following priority areas, all of which, it is important to note, 
“intuitively” developed from Native American community-directed groupings rather than 
stemming from a bureaucratic perspective of what the grants categories ought to be: 

 Spiritual and Cultural Renewal 
 Indigenous Youth 
 Economic Development 
 Health and Wellness 
 Educational Development 
 Protecting Mother Earth 

Decisions on grant awards, and much other programmatic consultation was managed via the 
Native American Program Advisory Group (NAPAG), and decisions could not be made 
unless there was a majority of Native American members of the NAPAG group present on a 
call.  
 
The goal of the grantmaking program, drawn from various Seva literature, is to provide small 
grants to “grass roots projects rising out of seeking local solutions to locally-identified 
needs,” which ensures “effective compassion in action.” Seva also states that “We place 
special emphasis on providing grants to small, grassroots organizations and projects often 
overlooked by other foundations,” and “that might be too small, too controversial, or at too 
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early a stage of development” to seek funding elsewhere. This concept has truly been the 
core of the grantmaking goal.  
 
In addition, several sources expanded upon this objective by explaining the significance this 
way: 
 

“Seva grants supported the solutions envisioned by the American Indian/Alaska Native 
community to whatever issue the community was organized around.” 
 
“The thinking was: „What if we found people who were just starting out and helped them—even 
tiny amounts? Maybe three out of ten will go anywhere but otherwise there‟s no chance.” 
 
 

This goal largely arises from the fact that there are so few sources of funding for Native 
issues, as described in Section 2.2. Seva‟s support, then, was intended to in a modest way to 
address this niche of lack of funding especially for small-scale community projects.  
 
Based on the goal of the Grants Program, what can be determined of how Seva‟s dollars 
have made an impact in Native communities? 
 
3.1.1 Available data to assess impact of grants 
The most immediately obvious challenge in examining the grants is that there has not been a 
systematic evaluation or tracking method in place with the aim of demonstrating impact. The 
program has at times maintained a record-keeping electronic Database and a hard copy file 
of grants, sometimes with final reports included. Even if the files were more complete, they 
would at best represent a record of grants administration (i.e. where grants have been 
distributed) rather than as means to demonstrate impact. For example, from the information 
that has been captured one cannot measure if and how Seva‟s grants in particular have led to 
social change; it is possible to relay positive community examples but there is no tool in 
place to gauge effectiveness across the scope of the grantmaking, or to examine if the 
accomplishments continue long-term. 
 
From the available records, though, some general important data can be obtained, and they 
do represent the best available data on the Program. Therefore, with a volunteer, a Database 
of the grants was revised and updated in October and November 2008.  
 
The main information derived from this review of the Database is that the scope of the 
grantmaking has been national (rather than regional), and indeed across the many issue areas 
it sets out to support. It is also possible to tabulate basic information such as the total that 
since 1990, more than 320 grants have been awarded, totaling more than $800,000.  
 
 
Even though systematic evaluation was not in place in the grants program, it is helpful for 
the future to consider what the recipient organizations themselves consider to be the 
indicators for the impact of their programs. When organizations described in their own 
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words what evidence was used for measuring the success of their programs, sometimes, and 
yet rarely, it was a formal quantitative technique—i.e. evidence-based approaches, such as 
showing that suicide or alcoholism decreased as a result of the program.  
 
More often, though, impact was measured by significant qualitative examples such as the 
following: 
 

For one health center: “Cultural programs over the years have resulted in a greater sense of 
identity and a stronger return to cultural/spiritual ways. We now house sweat lodges, talking circles, 
powwows to build community, but often now we try not to build dependency but instead community 
responsibility to organize and fund these after the first year. Another measure of success is 
sobriety—there were eight Indian bars in the area when we started and now there are none.” 
And for another: “When considering how to measure health, I think it is important to consider 
„does this help people maintain their independence? Do elders come? Do they consistently come?‟” 

 
Since it is not possible to systematically quantify the impact of the Seva grants based on the 
data available, as described above, it is important to highlight some stand-out examples to 
demonstrate the success. Individual narrative responses have at times been glowing and it is 
certainly worth highlighting a sampling.  
 
3.1.2 Sampling of Outcomes from Grants Program 
 
The following chart groups some examples by the issue area to which the project most 
closely relates, in the organization‟s own perspective of what success looked like:  
 

ISSUE DIRECT 
BENEFICIARIES 
& PROGRAM 
PARTNERS 

SEVA’S SUPPORT TO 
PROGRAM 
ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION OF 
IMPACT 

Protecting 
Mother 
Earth 

Navajo Nation 
initially, later entire 
Four Corners region, 
and then national 
policy work 
 
Dine Citizens Against 
Ruining the 
Environment (Arizona) 

Seva provided multi-year 
support for indigenous 
organizing against 
uranium mining, pressure 
tribal government to 
resist further 
development and to 
invest in renewable 
energy 

Organization moved 
beyond protesting 
uranium mining to 
building strategic 
alliances with other 
communities of color 
and other local 
community groups; 
work led to passing of 
national Radiation 
Disposal 
Compensation Act of 
2000. 

 

Youth Navajo youth from Seva provided start-up The program helped 
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Development Monument Valley 
High School 
 
Outdoor Challenge Club 
(Arizona) 

support for after-school 
outdoor activities with a 
cultural basis 

youth “get off the couch 
and out in nature…” and 
kicked off a year of 
funding that the 
organization feels was 
leveraged by Seva‟s 
support 

 

Spiritual and 
Cultural 
Renewal 

Dozens of pairs of 
language learners 
from several 
California tribes in 
danger of losing 
indigenous languages 
 
Advocates for Indigenous 
California Language 
Survival 

 

Seva provided recording 
equipment for master-
apprentice language 
learning program and 
general operating costs 

Organization went 
from no office, no 
staff, and $60,000 
budget in 2000 (when 
Seva had helped 
support) to $500,000 
budget in 2008.  Also 
gives mini-grants itself 
now via Seeds of 
Language program 

Economic 
Development 

Assiniboine and 
Gros Ventre 
communities, Fort 
Belknap Reservation, 
Montana 
 
Hays Community 
Economic Development 
Corporation 

Seva supported work in 
education, financial 
management trainings to 
tackle poverty and 
unemployment rates, a 
gardening project and 
canning vegetables 

Organization identifies 
that the programs have 
led to a stronger 
community self-image, 
more aware of 
opportunities outside 
of the community too.  

 

Health and 
Wellness 

 

Several dozen 
attendees from tribal 
communities in 
Southwest, with 
intergenerational 
focus and gender 
balance 
 
Traditional Native 
American Farmers‟ 
Association (New 
Mexico) 

 

Seva supported 
permaculture design 
courses that reflect the 
organization‟s mission to 
revitalize traditional 
agriculture for spiritual 
and human need. 

Beyond successful 
course completion, 
indicator of impact is 
that at least 2 graduates 
from design course are 
in related PhD 
programs, others return 
to program as trainers 
and leaders 

Spiritual and 
Cultural 
Renewal 

Kickapoo 
community, 
Oklahoma (2600 

Seva supported 
construction of winter 
and summer ceremonial 

Able to construct 
houses and carry out 
religious traditions 
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members) 
 
Traditional Indian 
Housing (Oklahoma) 

houses over three-year 
period 

there (baby naming, 
funerals), also brought 
community members 
from Kickapoo 
community in Mexico. 
 

  

Economic 
Development 

Lakota Community, 
Pine Ridge 
Reservation, South 
Dakota  
 
Lakota Express (South 
Dakota) 

Seva supported the initial 
start-up costs for the 
entrepreneurial initiative 
aimed at providing direct 
marketing services 

From the initial 
support for an office 
and a computer, the 
company eventually 
raised more than $2 
million and created 
jobs. 
 

 

Spiritual and 
Cultural 
Renewal 
 

Squaxin Island 
Community, 
Washington 
 
Squaxin Island 
Museum, Library  and 
Research Center  

 

Seva offered general 
support for the 
community‟s Year of 
Culture, a cultural 
revitalization program 
that was focused on 
uniting language and 
cultural artistic traditions 
for young people 

While the Seva support 
was culturally-focused, 
the support for young 
artists program led to 
artwork being sold at 
the casino store and 
generating 
unanticipated 
economic enterprise 

 
These examples underscore the manner in which Seva‟s grants have been contributing to 
some remarkable community initiatives. However, in terms of quantifying the impact, these 
individual narrative responses are difficult to assess comprehensively, since they are more of 
a sampling of one-time snapshots of success.  
 
There are other cases where the grants did not meet the desired objectives, and there was 
little to no follow-up from Seva.  
 
Given the goal of the program, it follows that to begin with, it would be challenging to have 
built in a monitoring and evaluation system that demonstrates impact, for a variety of 
reasons: As with any small grants program, it is difficult to isolate precisely the amount of 
impact that derived from any one particular grant—the small grant is most often a piece of a 
much larger aggregate pool of funding. In addition, Seva‟s Native American Program is 
aimed at supporting long-term change that cannot tangibly be measured year-to-year.  
 
The implications of this situation are interpreted for Seva‟s future directions in Part II of the 
Discussion.  
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3.1.3 Additional strengths of the Grants Program approach 
 
In addition to the specific successful case examples such as those above, it is also helpful to 
identify what Native American communities have noted broadly as programmatic strengths. 
It can clearly be determined that Seva‟s grants are highly regarded especially in the way that 
they have contributed to filling a critical unmet need amongst other funders and are 
characterized by an approach where community is the focus, not the funder. For example,  
 

Regarding Seva’s lack of restrictions in the grantmaking: 
“Most funding opportunities are more narrow and make the community 
try to write just what you want to hear—Seva has allowed us to write 
more about how it is.” 
 
“Seva stands out as one of few foundations that will give support for 
general operating costs.” 
 
“It is difficult to receive funds if it is not for a direct service, and rights-based approaches 
and advocacy work for social justice issues are not considered direct service.” 
 
Regarding the high quality of Seva’s relationships: 
“Receiving a grant from Seva validated our work. It instilled the idea of 
„if Seva thinks it‟s important, it must be!‟” 

 
 “The program succeeded because of the quality group of people in 
NAPAG.” 
 
“Seva invited us to speak to them. Then they understood where we were 
coming from.” 
 
Regarding Seva’s distinctiveness to the broader 
philanthropic perspectives: 
“Most funders measure Native communities by other groups—i.e. other 
US „minority groups‟ are like this…so you must be too. Seva is 
different.” 
 
“Most funders and the Government often emphasize training „leaders‟ 
and the message is to go back to your community after. This is a colonial 
approach.” 

 
 
Perhaps the greatest strength, then, is implicit in the scope of projects found in the 
Database—that Seva has consistently supported grassroots Native American community 
initiatives, often at critical times, and has been willing to take a chance. This displays a level 
of commitment matched by very few organizations. Also, it was mentioned that for a non-
Native American-driven organization like Seva to be of support to Native American 
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initiatives, the best way would be to develop a relationship with Native American 
communities slowly, and build trust, just as Seva has done.  
 
Further, the fact that Seva‟s program actions were largely directed by a committed group of 
volunteers in NAPAG is a strength to be acknowledged and highlighted, since it maintains 
the grassroots, community-led quality of the Program. NAPAG‟s networks ensured that 
Seva‟s grants went to projects that were vital and truly supported by the communities in 
which they were based, and allowed an on-the-ground element that would have been beyond 
the capacity of Seva to conduct from its headquarters. NAPAG also served as a grassroots 
source to disseminate Seva‟s program information and mission across Indian Country. It is 

from this group of people
8
 that much of the Program‟s driving force, and continued 

development, has derived.  
 
Similarly, it has been highlighted as a strength that for many years a Program office has 
operated from within the Winnebago Nation, Nebraska. This feature is highly unique and in 
line with Seva‟s organizational core value of culturally respectful, community-driven 
partnerships. 
 
3.1.4 Considerations in the Grants Program Model 
Significantly, respondents from the Seva community or those moderately familiar with the 
operating of the organization pointed out that the grantmaking at Seva has been anomalous 
to the funding approach in other programs—i.e. that the small grants rarely receive follow-
up support and do not become true partners. That is, the relationship between Seva and the 
Native American organizations who are awarded grants remains a solely financial one rather 
than deepening and expanding to create partner networks or to mentor emerging 
organizations. It was often recommended that Seva, when choosing a Native American 
partner organization, should commit to do whatever role it might take to assist the 
organization‟s own goals in reaching self-sufficiency.  
 
To some, the failure to do this was seen as a serious discrepancy, a critical disservice to 
communities, and furthering relationships of dependency: 
 
To others, this was seen as a necessary difference, that Native American organizations 
should lead the way beyond the grant, and stressed that increased funding from Seva is the 
major need. 
 
For those that stressed further support, many frequently voiced the concern the standard 
grantor-grantee relationship was not enough: 
 

“In Indian Country, we are used to people coming and going from 
foundations. We need to see the face, and not just the report.” 

                                                 
8
 NAPAG members are Jahanara Romney, Alita Bowen, Dennis Bowen, Yvette Joseph Fox, Paul Haible, 

Richard Iron Cloud, Hidden Mountain, Amy Sherts, Isaac Sobol, Mark Tilsen, Agnes Williams, Lorelei 

DeCora, Steve Jones.  
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“Grants offer a certain amount of respect from communities, but 
trainings and other support build mutual understanding.” 

 
A common element of the responses was that the goal of any support from an organization 
such as Seva should be a relationship that assists the community organization‟s mission for 
itself in reaching self-sufficiency. For example, in asking Native American community 
leaders what would drive their vision for their projects further than the small start-up 
funding Seva could provide, the respondents identified the following areas most frequently 
as areas that need further support:  
 

- Organizational capacity building and strategic direction to help achieve long-
term sustainability. If even for one year, many said, this would make a 
difference; 

- Procure needed specialists; 

- Strengthen strategic infrastructure and image; 

- Assist organization in supporting mentorship with emerging organizations  
and in passing skills on to youth; 

- Provide or leverage funding for operating costs and support staff that are not 
usually covered even by large grants, also support for funding advocacy, and 
indirect/unanticipated and “overhead” costs. 

 
This recommendation for broader forms of support is in line with other research findings 
and is not necessarily particular to Native American issues. For example, in a recent report 

of over 148 foundations and their grantees,
9
 it was found that grantees receiving a set of 

comprehensive forms of assistance beyond the grant have a more positive experience than 
grant-only relationships. As a grantmaker, Seva would be wise to consider ways in which the 
current model can be restructured to be a „strategic grantmaking‟ program that offers a more 
comprehensive approach. This notion is further explored in Section 4.  

                                                 
9
 “More than Money: Making a Difference with Assistance Beyond the Grant,” Center for Effective 

Philanthropy (San Francisco and Cambridge), 2008. 
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3.1.5 Key Findings from Reviewing the Grants Program Impact 
 

 The accomplishments and significance of the grants program can hardly be 
overstated. Seva is one of only a handful of organizations that offer support to 
grassroots Native American community projects. It is willing to take risks 
without proving that the projects will “go somewhere.” Consequently, the 
varied impact we can identify from looking at the grants is reflective of this 
risk-taking program goal: There are examples of ways in which the small 
grants have contributed in part to projects that far exceeded expectations; 
other times a grant from Seva leveraged other funding and led to a successful 
completion of the original objective only; in others, projects have never taken 
shape.   

 

 Despite highlighting the many accomplishments, then, there remains a 
significant challenge of measurement. It remains a challenge in this type of 
re-granting program to develop evaluation models appropriate to Native 
American community partners.  

 
 

 It is significant to note that the Native American grants program is a different 
model than Seva’s other partnerships, which generally have tiered funding but 
then move beyond the small grant aspect of the relationship to include other 
forms of support and collaboration. This cash-focused program has been self-
limiting and not allowed for growth of the program in the ways that are 
possible.  

 
 
 
Recommendations for Seva based upon the above findings are in the final section.  
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3.2 Diabetes Wellness Program10 
NOTE: Subsequent to the Program Review Process, Seva produced a Celebration of the Diabetes Talking 

Circles to tell the story of this project in greater detail; the document is available on Seva‟s website. 
 
The other Program area, the Diabetes Wellness Program, provides solutions to a disease, 
Type 2 Diabetes, of which prevalence is highest among Native American adults as compared 
with any other population demographic in the US. The Diabetes Program integrates 
traditional and Western methods to address the Type 2 Diabetes epidemic via the Diabetes 
Talking Circles model that was originally developed by a Seva-supported project.  
 
The Diabetes Talking Circles (DTC) project is a training session designed for tribal health 
professionals to add to their existing toolbox of diabetes education strategies. The model is 
based on traditional practice shared by many tribal communities to discuss a variety of topics 
in a way that is characterized by compassionate listening; each member of the circle is 
uninterrupted or confronted in sharing their stories. The DTC builds upon this tradition and 
applies it to the diabetes epidemic. It considers the emotional side of the disease along with 
the chronic health condition, and respects a holistic sense of health.  
 
Lorelei DeCora, RN, a longtime friend and program partner to Seva, envisioned the model 
and received support from Seva in 1996 to develop the curriculum. From 1996-98, along 
with Seva, she looked for and eventually secured funding to conduct research that would 
support the DTC idea and “prove that it worked.” From 1998-2002, the DTC was tested on 
four communities in the Northern Plains region; the results demonstrated statistically 
significant outcomes and confirmed that the DTC is a culturally-appropriate diabetes 
intervention model. Later, in 2006, the DTC model was named a “Best Practice” in diabetes 
education by the IHS, a significant feat that is based on rigorous standards. 
 
The DTC Training is a training-of-trainers; tribal health providers11 learn the DTC 
technique—a 12-session model—so that they may apply it to their diabetes work in their 
community. Lorelei has served as the Director of the program and conducted DTC 
Facilitator Trainings since 2002. As of January 2009, DTC facilitator trainings reached an 
important milestone: they have been conducted across all twelve of the IHS areas; this is a 
total of 138 tribal sites and 802 health care providers. 
 

                                                 
10

 Author’s note: It should be noted that I unfortunately did not have the opportunity to meet with Diabetes 

Wellness Program Director Lorelei DeCora in person and experience the DTC directly, as the DTC I 

planned to attend at Yakama Nation (WA) was cancelled due to an emergency in her family. I have based 

the information for this section on the best available documents, a DTC video, and phone conversations. 
11

 Tribal health providers are IHS clinic nurses, Doctors, Physician Assistants, Dieticians working with 

patients living with diabetes through tribal diabetes clinics, Special Diabetes Program for Indians Grant 

Staff (i.e. Diabetes Outreach workers), Fitness Specialists, Nurses, and other Tribal Health staff working in 

diabetes prevention and treatment such as Community Health Representatives.  
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Seva provides part of the salary for the Trainer (Lorelei), travel expenses, Talking Circle 
Facilitators Manuals, toolkits,12 and laminated flip charts, in addition to non-tangible support 
such as volunteer skills-sharing and advising. 
 
While the Program has contained other elements over time, such as support for community 
gardens and exercise programs via small grants, the centerpiece of it has certainly been the 
Talking Circles and this will be the only area considered in the Review. 
 
 
3.2.1 Available data to determine the impact of Diabetes Talking Circles  
 
To determine the impact of the Diabetes Talking Circles Trainings, the available data source 
is from the two levels of evaluation that are on-going:  
  
1) One is a Pre- and Post- DTC Facilitator Evaluation, which is a questionnaire administered 
after the DTC Training to determine how effective the participants find the training.  
 
Specifically, the evaluation asks: Did the Trainer (Lorelei) effectively train the health care providers to 
use the DTC model? Do those trained feel competent enough following the training to go onto conduct the 
DTC model with their patients? Do those trained feel this is a model they can use with their patients? 
 
Seva conducted this evaluation from 2002-2005 on eight tribal sites in collaboration with the 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Native Diabetes Wellness Program. The results of this 
pre-post assessment13 indicate that participants increased their knowledge, skills, and interest 
in using new techniques for working with diabetic patients and their families. For example, 
there is now a 64% increase in participant openness to the use of traditional methods in 
working with patients. It was following this research that the IHS accepted the DTC model 
as a “Best Practice” and further validated it as an important tool to be used throughout the 
IHS system.  
 
Lorelei continues to conduct the pre- and post- DTC facilitator evaluation at every DTC 
Training. 
 
2) The second level of evaluation14 is a follow-up with trainees to seek if and how the DTC 
model was actually implemented following the DTC Facilitator Training.  
 

                                                 
12

 Toolkits include a DVD, fat and sugar tubes, and food models to demonstrate portion sizes. 
13

 The results were compiled into a report: Chino, et al “Talking Circles: Diabetes Training Evaluation 

Report, CDC Native Diabetes Wellness Program,” University of Nevada Las Vegas School of Public 

Health, 2008. 
14

 Background information on this evaluation, and a copy of the survey that was developed and mailed, is 

contained in a report by Lynn M. Short and T. Stephen Jones “Assessment of the Diabetes Talking Circles 

Facilitator Training in the Aberdeen Area,” November 2006.  
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Specifically, the evaluation follows-up to: 1) Determine the extent to which those who took 
the training have been conducting DTC with their clients an in their respective communities 
and tribes; 2) Determine facilitators and barriers to the use of Diabetes Talking Circles and 
3) Determine additional uses of the information learned in the training. 
 
The evaluation tool was developed by an Assessment Committee composed of Seva-related 
members and volunteer public health experts. After months of seeking the necessary tribal 
approval (via an Institutional Review Board—required due to the federal regulation 
requirements under the “Protection of Human Subjects”), the evaluation tool was sent to all 
health care providers trained to use the DTC model in the one chosen area, the Aberdeen 
IHS area, a total of 16 reservation sites.  
 
194 trainees who participated in the DTC Facilitator Training at these sites were mailed the 
Assessment Form, and consequently, 61 assessments were completed and mailed back. This 
represents a 31% rate of return. The analysis of these completed assessments is in progress.  
 
At the time of writing, this is the current status of each of the evaluation tools. It is 
important to note, then, that there has been ongoing discussion that there is more follow-up 
analysis forthcoming, especially the results from the Phase 2 Evaluation assessments, and the 
consideration of a Third Level of evaluation. These discussions will shed further light on the 
impact of the Program beyond what is currently reviewed here. 
 
In addition, it is important to note an area of post-DTC training follow-up, that 
demonstrates sustainability: trainers are encouraged to refer to an online DTC tutorial 
program and other education materials contained on a page of Seva‟s website.15  
 
3.2.2 Additional Diabetes Wellness Program Considerations 
Based upon the data that is currently available, then, it has been demonstrated that the DTC 
is a tool that is highly supported by community health care providers in providing culturally-
appropriate diabetes curriculum that addresses diabetes education, treatment, nutrition, and 
exercise.  
 
Seva can indicate that it has supported the DTC development from its inception, and 
provided long-term support along its growth into the well-regarded model it has become 
today. It has fulfilled its commitment to seeing the DTC idea through to sustainability. 
 
In addition, other considerations regarding the sustainability of the program were raised by 
several Seva-related respondents, which have subsequently been discussed by Seva 
stakeholders. 

                                                 
15

 www.seva.org/dtc  

http://www.seva.org/dtc
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3.2.3 Key findings from Diabetes Wellness Program 
The above points of view, along with the formal evaluations that have taken place, raise the 
following key findings:  
 

 The Diabetes Talking Circle Facilitator Trainings, the core of the Diabetes 
Wellness Program, have by all available indicators proven to been successful 
at providing tribal health care providers with a culturally-appropriate 
technique to use alongside their other diabetes education and management 
techniques. There remain concerns with demonstrating direct impact of the 
DTC in ways that are often required.  

 

 However, the critical question is less around the effectiveness of the DTC and 
more around defining how the program fits in with Seva’s overall program 
goals and future work. The onus is on Seva to make some important decisions 
around the future of the Diabetes Wellness Program overall, including how to 
ensure sustainability for the DTC, so that it can more fully capture the 
breadth of the role it can play in reducing the diabetes epidemic. It should 
consider, for example, how to build from the success and lessons of the DTC 
project to truly have an effective and integrated Diabetes Wellness Program—
such as following up on the community gardens and exercise components it 
has at times supported. 

 
 

Drawing from the review of the program impact of both the Grants Program and Diabetes 
Wellness Program, including the additional considerations that have been raised with each, 
the final section presents conclusions.  
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4. D I S C U S S I O N  P A R T  II:  P R O G R A M  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
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Important decisions must be made for the Program that consider: What is Seva aiming to 
achieve with the Native American program? How will that goal best be achieved—
through what kind of program structure, and what kind of relationship with program 
partners?  
 
Decisions on the particulars of program activities are unlikely to move ahead long-term 
without first revisiting these basic questions. 
 
Bearing in mind this level of Program consideration that the Board requires, then, the 
following offers a synopsis of Seva‟s strengths derived from community input and the 
broader philanthropic context.  
 
4.1 Seva’s Unique Strengths in Native American Community Involvement 
 
According to the communities and organizations consulted for this review, Seva brings a 
host of institutional assets to its Native American work:  
 

o Seva has intellectual capital, networks, and experience in the field from its public 
health-related work around the world.  

 
o Seva brings the culmination of 25 or more years of slowly building trust and 

understanding within Native American communities, and this is a strong base 
from which to grow further. 

 
o Compassionate action is at the core of Seva‟s work and lends Seva a certain 

moral strength that distinguishes it from other organizations; this can be 
retained and emphasized in the Native American Program. 

 
o Seva can use its position to gain access within mainstream institutions and 

change the dynamics towards community-identified priorities—to “speak truth 
to power.”  

 
o Seva is in a strong position to reinforce the obvious connections between the 

Native American Program and the work of the Community Self-Development 
Program, and to use these links as a strategic organizational advantage.  

 
o Seva‟s position as an intermediary funding organization gives it flexibility to 

address communities‟ needs in a creative and timely way. 
 
 

 
Community input received throughout the review demonstrated several ways that Seva‟s 
institutional strengths can be applied to support Native American community initiatives:  
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o Seva, as an intermediary, can leverage new funding for the kind of projects we 
are already supporting and see value in. We can also deepen critical partnerships 
with lead Native American grantmaking or advocacy organizations. 

 
o Also, as an intermediary, Seva can translate the community perspective into the 

terminology of mainstream funding institutions: i.e. “civic engagement” (being 
involved in your school or community) and “experiential education” 
(intergenerational cultural activities).  

 
o Seva can play a hugely important role in using its unique position to influence 

other funders, especially public-health related institutions in which Seva already 
has a high reputation. Seva can use its reputation to open doors and add 
legitimacy to arguments, for example, highlighting health disparities among 
Native American communities vis-à-vis dominant health institutions.  

 
o Too often, government and other major funding sources demand that 

communities have “evidence-based” programs, and most often these models 
have not been developed in the community and do not reflect their 
measurements of progress. In fact, communities stated that unless they were 
allowed to make necessary adaptations, this model perpetuates cultural 
imperialism. Seva can turn this dynamic by using existing and/or creating 
alternative models that demonstrate social impact while still reflecting 
community priorities. 

 
o Seva‟s other programs are distinguished for their innovation—that they develop 

a model and share them to influence others. Seva should consider how to 
maintain this quality with the Native American Program. The Native American 
Program thus far has not done this with the Grants Program. With the Diabetes 
Wellness Program, the innovative model is present via the Diabetes Talking 
Circles but it has not been clearly built upon and extended in ways that it could. 

 
o Seva can draw from its other work in creating models of self-sufficiency (not 

dependency), and apply that more to the program, as in the Porcupine Clinic 
example. 
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4.2 Changing times and program implications 
In looking forward, Seva must also compare the relevant changes between now and 30 years 
ago when Seva was just beginning its involvement with Native American communities; these 
differences imply programmatic considerations.  
 
Just as was the case 30 years ago: 
 

1) Within the limited funding available for Native American issues, there is an even 
wider gap in support for grassroots organizations. 

 This reality, along with Seva’s institutional strengths, make it advisable 
to focus the Native American program primarily on addressing this 
unmet gap and support grassroots initiatives. 

 
2) There are a lack of specialists and infrastructure especially for rural Native American 

communities.  

 Seva should conduct more on-the-ground work that does anything 
necessary to complete a project successfully, and that brings highly 
skilled people, as was notable from Seva’s earliest engagement with 
Native American communities.   

 
However, unlike 30 years ago: 
 

1) There are now many more Native American organizations at a higher level of 
development than 30 years ago, and subsequently they bring different strengths and 
require different support than grassroots groups. As one organization said: “Our goal 
is long-term economic development systemic change. Five or ten thousand dollars are great thoughts, 
but we need more to make it happen.” 

 Seva should consider forming long-term partnerships across 
organizations with mixed levels of development, preferably a cluster of 
grassroots organizations, a few at a mid-level and fewer at a high-level.16 

 These high-level organizations can be structured as mentors to 
emerging groups.  

 
2) Seva now has the perspective to look back and consider its strengths. In doing, Seva 

must acknowledge that, despite the critical need for funding for Native American 
issues, its organizational strength is not in administering a wide-ranging grants 
program in its current format. There are other Native American-led, Native 
American issues-focused organizations that are better suited to do so. With the 

                                                 
16

 An indicator of a high-level, for example, is when organizations are not only working on an awareness-

raising or reactionary level (i.e. education about environmental destruction, campaigns) but have 

progressed to a point in their development where they are also creating their own community-based 

solutions (i.e. creating seed banks or building alternative energy sources). Another indicator is participation 

in strategic alliances, and, of course, those that have a track record of securing funds. 
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current grants model, it can reasonably be inferred that without any change in 
strategy the funding levels would remain about the same but that grants applications 
would increase. This dynamic is not beneficial to Seva or, more importantly, to 
communities relying upon the grants program. 

 Instead, Seva should consider providing some amount of grants, but 
strategically changing the way it structures and operates that process.  

 
3) Seva has developed the relationships and established the important groundwork to 

begin engaging in greater advocacy role: to bring important Native American-driven 
priorities to scale, and to a wider audience. 

 Seva is poised to devise a strategic initiative or campaign-style format 
where it can influence key players and work towards systems change. In 
so doing, Seva can appeal to new funders. The Diabetes Wellness Program, 
for example, is a standout area where Seva could amplify its current role. 
Working on projects that promote the nexus between healthy people, healthy 
cultures, and healthy lands is another natural focus that would complement 
Seva‟s existing work.  

 The Program can be built around an integrated combination of long-
term partnerships, small grants programs, and advocacy and visibility 
efforts that can bring transformational support. 

 
However, in any changes to the program Seva must be mindful of how it goes about such a 
process, and that these changes do not compromise the integrity of this legacy of Native 
American community involvement. For instance, Seva must ensure that if it supports 
strategic initiatives, clusters grants around certain „action themes,‟ or otherwise steers this 
new course, that it is mindful not to force Native American communities to “fit their needs and 
community change ideas into those packages (which are nothing more than institutional ideas about how 
change ought to proceed) if they hope to receive funding”17 or other support. Movement in this regard 
would require great care in securing the appropriate community-driven impetus for such a 
decision.  
 
This Review is thus a good place to begin such a move based on community input. Clearly, 
more specifics must be determined, and Seva decision-makers must pause to determine the 
best ways forward to articulate the program goals that will then allow for the new direction 
to be implemented in real terms. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
17

 Hicks, S. & Jorgensen, M., “Large Foundations’ Grantmaking to Native America” Harvard Project on 

American Indian Economic Development, Harvard University: Cambridge, MA, and Kathryn M. Buder 

Center for American Indian Studies: Washington University, St. Louis, MO (2005). 
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5.  F I N A L  T H O U G H T S 
 
It is a positive step forward that this Program reflection period has revisited the question, 
some thirty years later, of how Seva can be of service to Native American communities.  
 
Based on the community input in the Review, there are a number of ways in which Seva can 
build on its commitment to supporting Native American-led initiatives. Seva‟s consideration 
of this generous input has the potential to lead to an enhanced Program that can have 
dramatic and change-making impact in Native American communities. 
 
The Native American Program is unique, is an institutional strength, and is poised for 
growth. It is not only solidly positioned to be on-par with the other programs, it has 
potential to add synergy to all of Seva‟s community-building work.  
 
It is hoped that this Review is understood to be a celebration of the past thirty years of 
community support and, in drawing upon the community and organizational conversations, 
constructs a bridge. In doing, this process in fact reflects what Seva does best—listen to how 
it can be of service, and respond. 
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Seva Foundation remains deeply grateful for the many allies of the Native American 
Program over the years: those who first envisioned the Program, tended to it along its 
course, and have remained committed to its natural evolution. This Program is a labor of 
love that has succeeded because of the work of many hands. 
 
The findings of this Program Review, it is hoped, are in part a testament to this rich 
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As described, many external and internal sources were formally consulted as part of the 
Review, as follows.18 
 
To each, Seva Foundation extends our sincerest thanks. 
 

Native American Organizations 

Advocates for Indigenous California Language Survival, California www.aicls.org 

Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians, Oregon www.atnitribes.org 

American Indian Child Resource Center, California www.aicrc.org 

American Indian Graduate Center, New Mexico www.aigc.com 

Dine Citizens Against Ruing the Environment (Dine CARE), Arizona www.dinecare.org 

First Peoples‟ Fund, South Dakota www.firstpeoplesfund.org 

Hays Community Economic Development Corporation, Montana  www.ftbelknap-nsn.gov 

Honor the Earth, Minnesota  www.honorearth.org 

Indigenous Environmental Network, Minnesota  www.ienearth.org 

Indigenous Peoples‟ Council on Biocolonialism, Nevada  www.ipcb.org 

Indigenous Permaculture, California www.indigenous-permaculture.com 

Indigenous Women‟s Network, Texas www.indigenouswomen.org 

International Indian Treaty Council, California www.treatycouncil.org 

Intertribal Friendship House, California www.ifhurbanrez.org 

Native American AIDS Project, California  www.naap-ca.org 

National Indian Youth Leadership Project, New Mexico  www.niylp.org 

Native American Health Center, California www.nativehealth.org 

Native American Natural Foods, South Dakota www.tankabar.com 

Native Americans in Philanthropy, Minnesota  www.nativephilanthropy.org 

Native Wellness Institute, Oregon  www.nativewellness.com 

Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board, Oregon www.npaihb.org 

Oweesta Corporation, South Dakota  www.oweesta.org 

Potlatch Fund, Washington  www.potlatchfund.org 

Sacred Alliances for Grassroots Equality (SAGE Council), New Mexico  www.sagecouncil.org 
Santo Domingo Farmers and Ranchers Cooperative, New Mexico  
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 Italics denotes that the conversation was conducted in person. 
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Seattle Indian Health Board, Washington www.sihb.org 

Seventh Generation Fund, California  www.7genfund.org 
Squaxin Island Museum, Library, and Research Center, Washington  

www.squaxinislandmuseum.org 
Thunder Valley Community Development Corporation, South Dakota   

            www.thundervalley.org 
Traditional Indian Housing, Oklahoma www.kickapootribeofoklahoma.com 
Traditional Native American Farmers Association, New Mexico www.nativeharvest.com/tnafa 
Yakama Nation Diabetes Program, Washington  
 

Other Organizations with Native American programs 

Cultural Survival, Massachusetts  www.cs.org 
St. Joseph‟s Community Health, New Mexico  www.stjosephnm.org 

Women‟s Earth Alliance, California www.womensearthalliance.org 

Pro Literacy Worldwide, Utah  www.proliteracy.org 

Ringing Rocks Foundation, Arizona  www.ringingrocks.org 
 

Other Individual Experts 

Traci McClellan (Former Executive Director, National Indian Council on Aging) 
Carolyn Kuali‟i (Executive Director, Kua‟aina Associates) 
  

Seva Organizational Stakeholders19 

Seva Staff and Board, especially Lorelei DeCora;  
Former staff/advisors: Dennis Bowen, Alita Bowen, Paul Haible, Jenny Terry, Mark Tilsen 
 

Consultative Group and Community Advisors 

Michael Bird, Board Member & Native American Program Task Force Chair 
Stephen Jones, Board Member 
Mark Lancaster, Former Seva Executive Director 
Deborah Moses, Seva Interim Executive Director 
Jahanara Romney, Board Member 
Maura Santangelo, Board Member 
Ken Wilson, Board Member 
Julie Rinard, Seva Community Self-Development Program Director  
Richard Iron Cloud, former Seva NAPAG member 

Sharon Day, Indigenous Peoples‟ Task Force, Minnesota     www.indigenouspeoplestf.org                                                                                

Ralph Forquera, Seattle Indian Health Board Executive Director, Washington www.sihb.org 
Richard Grounds, Yuchee Language Program Director, Oklahoma www.eucheelp.org 
Dailan Long, Environmental Community Organizer, Arizona  
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 All NAPAG members from the most recent NAPAG membership list were emailed to welcome their 

input for the Review. 
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